
LSQG ~ BOM ~ 2010-2011
~ BLOCK 11 ~ FRENCH SILK PIE ~

Note:  wof means width of fabric
Units are the block components.

Cutting instructions:
Background fabric:

Cut [1] 5-1/4” square, cut twice on the diagonal [X][F]
Cut [4] 2-7/8” squares, cut once on the diagonal [/] [B]

Medium fabric: [star points and small squares]
Cut [4] 2-7/8” squares, cut once on the diagonal [/][B]
Cut [4] 2-1/2” squares [A]

Medium light fabric:
Cut [2] 4-7/8” squares, cut once on the diagonal [/][E]

Dark print:
Cut [4] 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangles [C]

Star center:
Cut [1] 4-1/2” square [D]

Piecing instructions:
Sew a [B] background small triangle to one side of each of the four [A] 2-1/2” squares.  Press
away from the square.   Sew a 2nd small triangle to the square.  Press away from the square.
Make 4.

Sew a large [E] triangle to the triangles units you made above.  Make 4.
They should measure 4-1/2” square.

Sew a small [B] medium fabric triangle to the large background triangle.  Repeat on all 4.
Press away from large triangle.  Repeat on other side, making 4 flying geese blocks.
They should measure: 2-1/2” x 4-1/2”.

Sew the [C] rectangles to the background long edge of the flying geese units.  Make 4.
Press towards rectangle.  They should measure 4-1/2” square.

Lay your block units out like the diagram.   Sew each row together.  1st row:  press towards
large triangles [away from middle block].   Middle row:  press towards middle block.
3rd row:  press towards large triangles [away from middle block].

Sew rows together and press towards middle row.   Block should measure: 12-1/2” square.
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